Apache Lance,
Franciscan Cross
By Florence B. Weinberg
The year is 1731. The background: three Franciscan missions struggling to establish themselves on
the San Antonio River despite Apache raids. A young missionary, Fray Marcos, and an Apache
woman warrior, Ahuila, fall in love. They must work out their fate in the face of cultural conflicts and
prejudices.
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Comments:
•

“Apache Lance, Franciscan Cross,” an historical novel, explores a crucial moment
of San Antonio history, featuring courageous settlers, missionaries, Indian
converts and fierce Apache attacks.

•

The book highlights cultural conflict: native vs. European, consequences of
political maneuvering, and a star-crossed love affair between a friar and an
Apache maiden.

•

The story appeals to history buffs, especially Texans, especially San Antonians.
Plot is fast moving with powerful emotions, action, love interest, suspense,
accurate background and landscape.
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Reviewer Comment:
"A tale of two people from the two cultures that dominated the American Southwest at
the time that Spain laid claim to it…. Talented author, Florence Byham Weinberg has
created a wonderfully lifelike cast of characters with definite personalities who will pull
you into their world…." Anne K. Edwards, mystery author and reviewer for In the
Library Reviews, etc.
Author Bio
Before settling in San Antonio, Texas, she traveled extensively as an army brat during
World War II. With her husband, Kurt Weinberg, she worked and traveled in Canada,
Germany, France, and Spain. After earning her PhD, she taught for twenty-two years at
St. John Fisher College in Rochester, NY, and for ten at Trinity University in San
Antonio.
“Apache Lance” is available through your favorite bookstore and online booksellers.
Copies can be pre-ordered from FAP Books, Inc., P O Box 540, Gainesville, FL 326020540, toll-free 888-511-5125, Baker & Taylor, Ingram or the publisher, Twilight Times
Books, P. O. Box 3340, Kingsport, TN 37664 and also via the Internet at
http://twilighttimesbooks.com/.
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Author's Biography (60 words max):
A native of New Mexico, she traveled as an 'army brat' in World War II. Travels continued after marriage
to scholar/critic Kurt Weinberg in Canada, France, Spain and Germany. After earning her PhD, she taught
for twenty-two years at St. John Fisher College, Rochester, NY, and for ten at Trinity University, San
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Synopsis of Book (175 words max):

Three Franciscan missions leave East Texas in 1731, fleeing the French and Apaches.
Their caravan, crossing between the Colorado and San Antonio Rivers, is attacked by
Apache raiders. The chief is killed and his warrior daughter, Ahuila, vows vengeance.
She infiltrates the caravan and chooses to sacrifice young Fray Marcos. However, she
falls in love with him and he with her. She kills a Spanish soldier who attempts to rape
her, thus satisfying her vengeance.
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Apaches raid the new San Antonio mission, wounding Marcos and driving away the
converts. Once healed, Marcos joins the search party, finding the converts dominated by
a powerful medicine man. After a contest of 'magics,' Marcos frightens the chief and the
converts return to the mission.
It remains for Marcos and Ahuila, the Franciscan and the Apache, to choose between
passion and what each sees as duty, between religion and nature, and, in many ways, to
seek to resolve the larger clash between cultures, native and European, that is still
working itself out today.
Bulleted Points (25 words max each):
•

"Apache Lance, Franciscan Cross," an historical novel, exploits a crucial moment
of San Antonio history, featuring courageous settlers, missionaries, Indian
converts and fierce Apache attacks.

•

The book highlights cultural conflict: native vs. European, consequences of
political maneuvering, and a star-crossed love affair between a friar and an
Apache maiden.

•

The story appeals to history buffs, especially Texans, especially San Antonians.
Plot is fast moving with powerful emotions, action, love interest, suspense,
accurate background and landscape

Marketing Points (Budget & Plan) (25 words max): ): National and local media—print,
broadcast and electronic. Media interviews, library and bookstore appearances and
signings.
Local print media, local/national broadcast and electronic media, Publishers Weekly,
other national magazines (St. Anthony Messenger), Las Misiones Preservation Society,
signings in bookstores and libraries.
Is This a New Title? Yes xx
words:

No___

If Yes, Describe the book in 50

The year is 1731. The background: three Franciscan missions struggling to establish
themselves on the San Antonio River despite Apache raids. A young missionary, Fray
Marcos, and an Apache woman warrior, Ahuila, fall in love. They must work out their
fate in the face of cultural conflicts and prejudices.
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